
The Dip-Shift Process:  N.I.P. 
Don’t let a dip turn into a dive… Nip it in the bud. 

What is it?  Dip-Shifting is a mindfulness practice 
that develops your ability to recognize, interrupt, 
and disengage from disabling thoughts, so you can 
redirect your attention whenever you choose.

  The 3 Steps:    N. I. P.
1. N.    Notice a dip in mood.

 What am I feeling right now?  Sad, mad, scared,
hurt, lonely, guilty, worthless?

 What am I thinking?  “My life sucks.” “I’m such a
loser.” “My chest hurts. “Am I having a heart
attack?”

 What physical symptoms am I having?  Tightness in chest or throat?  Insomnia,
nausea, migraines, shaky?

 What am I tempted to do next (even though I know it won’t help)?  Go back to
bed… spend money… stalk my Ex on Facebook…focus on my symptoms, drink or
take pills, hang out with Ben & Jerry?

2. I.    Identify contributing factors.
 How did I get here?  What factors triggered this dip in mood?Poor sleep?

a vulnerable time of day? a fight? an illness? a disturbing dream?
 Am I doing anything right now that’s making me feel worse? Consulting

too many doctors? Obsessing on symptoms? Fueling disabling thoughts?
Researching my condition online and then focusing on Worst Case
Scenarios?

3. P.    Pivot!
 Shift your body.  Stand up.  Turn around.  Change directions.
 Slow your breathing. Raise your arms above your head.

Do all of these calmly--but firmly.
 Shift your focus.  Focus outward on someone or something else.
 Shift your thinking.  Acknowledge pain with compassion. Say: “Yes,

yes, I know you’re hurting. That’s why we need to be especially
gentle with ourselves.”  Above all, don’t take the bait. Don’t
argue with negative thoughts.  But don’t ignore them, either.
Greet them by name (“Hello, Fear”)--but don’t invite them for tea!

 Shift your behavior. Shower. Walk. Call a friend. Hug somebody.
Organize something. Calmly redirect your focus by doing
something positive or at least neutral.

Keep a Success Journal.  To ensure survival, our brains are programmed
to notice, react to, and remember negative experiences. To counterbalance
this bias, we must train ourselves to notice and accentuate positive experiences so thy become 
resource states we can access when we need them.(See Betsy’s Upsy-Daisy Process.)

“Engaging with disabling 
thoughts is like scratching 
mosquito bites to make 
them stop itching.    

Not only is it a bad 
strategy. It actually makes 
things worse.”  
Betsy Sansby




